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of the Church as discerned through the signs of the times and in
the light of the Gospel.
The Kansas City Province—incorporated members, covenanted
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Is There Any Hope?
by Sr. Donna Liette, c.pp.s., pbmr

The other day, after the murder of two of our youth,
the realization that a dedicated pbmr donor is critically ill with brain cancer, several center break-ins,
and violent outbursts among participants, I asked
Fr. Dave Kelly, “Is there any hope?” In his gentle way,
he reminded me of our mission of being agents of
hospitality, hope, and healing and allowing the chaos
of our ministry to transform us.
A few hours later we had our weekly staff meeting
and we read the passage about the multiplication of
the loaves and fishes. The people had gathered to hear
and see Jesus, but also to be healed. Many were healed,
but the even greater miracle was within the crowd. As
the food was shared and hospitality offered, there was
abundance and the people began to see each other differently. A community of trust, of love and hope began
to emerge.
Then Fr. Kelly asked us, “Where have you seen hope
in this pbmr community?” The stories we told brought
tears to our eyes and bursts of laughter—had we only
thought to record those stories.
Angelica told the joy of helping one of our participants move into his own place with his mother. He had
worked hard in the Woodshop to earn the money, and
there they stood, proud in their new home with furniture and all. hopes were fulfilled.
Fred told of talking to the mother of one of his participants, one of our youngest. The mother is so happy
about the change in her son; she sees the hopes she had
for her son coming alive at home.

Artrice, Sr. Janet, and I work with the mothers and
see their joy as they grow in their healing, in their desire
to further their education and to grow spiritually.
Many stories were told of the hope that our
“Hospitality House” for men returning from prison after
20+ years has brought, not only to the three men now
living there but to all of us.
Hector had a great hope story. He described the
evening a pottery class joined the pbmr screen printing business in the Mother Brunner basement, a tight
space already shared with laundry facilities. Then one
of Hector’s pbmr youth got a little agitated with the
intrusion of these “younger” boys. The story ends with
this agitated youth showing a younger potter the skill he
has learned. Well now, agitation turns to pride and he
was all in and happy to be sharing space, talent, and “big
brother” stuff! Hope.
There were many more stories. Some you can read in
our monthly e-newsletter along with wonderful photos
of hope and healing.

Dave told of one of our youth, Joe, presently incarcerated, calling because he was feeling down. After
talking to a few staff as the phone was passed around, he
said, “I feel so much better.” Connection made—hope.

Today, as I prayed with the Jesuit and companion
Martyrs of El Salvador, there was a reading from Jon
Sobrino. (Companions of Jesus: The Jesuit Martyrs of El
Salvador). He writes, “It is not easy to keep on hoping…
it seems that everything is against hope...but together
with the great love Jesus showed and these martyrs had,
there are the faces of the poor, in which God is hidden but nevertheless present, asking us to keep going, a
request we cannot ignore.”

Fr. Denny shared the joy and hope he experiences
when guys from years past come back and tell how their
lives have changed—jobs and housing found, the positive lifestyles—and they are so deeply grateful for their
time at pbmr.

So, during this coming season of Advent—this season of hope and waiting—let us look for hope, for love,
and create in our own homes, workplaces, and churches
a spirit of hope and love. Where there is great love, there
is hope. It is the call of the blood of Christ. 
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